
Kea Academy e-policy and mobile phone usage.

1.0 Introduction

Kea Academy recognises that technology plays an important and positive role in children’s lives,

both educationally and socially. We are committed to helping all members of the summer school

community to understand both the benefits and the risks, and to equip children with the knowledge

and skills to be able to use technology safely and responsibly.

Kea Academy’s e-Safety Coordinator is the Designated Safeguarding Lead, Kristina Neeme.

This e-Safety Policy has been written by the Kea Senior Management Team, building on best

practices and government guidance. The Policy and its implementation are reviewed annually.

It is essential that children are safeguarded from potentially harmful and inappropriate online

material. Keeping Children Safe in Education 2021 gives guidance about online safety in schools:

‘All staff should be aware that technology is a significant component in many safeguarding

and wellbeing issues. Children are at risk of abuse online as well as face to face. In many

cases abuse will take place concurrently via online channels and in daily life. Children can

also abuse their peers online, this can take the form of abusive, harassing, and misogynistic

messages, the non-consensual sharing of indecent images, especially around chat groups,

and the sharing of abusive images and pornography, to those who do not want to receive

such content.’

The breadth of issues classified within online safety is considerable, but can be categorised into

four areas of risk:

· content: being exposed to illegal, inappropriate or harmful content, for example,

pornography, fake news, racism, misogyny, self-harm, suicide, anti-Semitism,

radicalisation and extremism.

· contact: being subjected to harmful online interaction with other users; for example,

peer to peer pressure, commercial advertising and adults posing as children or young

adults with the intention to groom or exploit them for sexual, criminal, financial or other

purposes.

· conduct: personal online behaviour that increases the likelihood of, or causes, harm;

for example, making, sending and receiving explicit images (e.g. consensual and

non-consensual sharing of nudes and semi-nudes and/or pornography, sharing other

explicit images and online bullying; and

· commerce - risks such as online gambling, inappropriate advertising, phishing and or

financial scams.



2.0 Education and Awareness

The internet is an essential element in 21
st
-century life for education, business and social

interaction. Kea Academy has a duty to provide students with quality internet access as part of

their learning experience. However, the benefits of internet access are tempered by its inherent

risks, and Kea Academy is of course aware that all of its members, whether staff, parents or

students, rely increasingly heavily on the digital world. It is a valuable tool for teaching and

research, but the rules to infringe abuse need to be stringent and frequently reviewed.

Key e-safety messages: Children need to be guided on:

· the benefits and risks of using the internet

· how their behaviour can put themselves and others at risk

· what strategies they can use to keep themselves safe

· what to do if they are concerned about something they have seen or received

via the internet

· who to contact to report concerns

· that they won’t be blamed if they report any e-Safety incidents

· that cyberbullying cannot be tolerated

· the basic principles of how to behave on the internet.

Students

During their induction, students are introduced to technical and behavioural aspects of online

safety; are made aware of internet protocol whilst at the summer school and are informed of

whom to speak to if they have any issues or concerns.

Staff

As part of mandatory Safeguarding training, all Kea staff have received formal Online Safety

training. New staff receive Online Safety training as part of their induction.

Parents

There may be a gap between some parents’ awareness of safety issues, and the technical

proficiency of their children. Should parents have any concerns or wish to seek guidance on any

aspect of Online Safety, they are encouraged to contact the Course Director or the Safeguarding

Lead. Should parents have concerns that their child has been subjected to attempts at sexual

grooming, radicalisation, or other inappropriate online contact, they should contact the Course

Director or the Safeguarding Lead as a matter of high importance. The Safeguarding Lead will,

where appropriate, liaise with outside agencies, such as social services, the police and in

particular the CEOP (Child Exploitation and Online Protection) service, (details of which can be

found at www.ceop.police.uk) Should parents wish to discuss any other aspect of online behaviour,

such as possible online gaming addiction, or concerns about the amount of time spent online, they

should contact the Course Director or the Safeguarding Lead as a matter of importance.



3.0

The School Network, Social Media and related issues

Kea Academy is responsible for ensuring the School Network is as safe and secure as possible,

and undertakes to filter content, denying access to material that might prove offensive,

inappropriate, or harmful. These filters are reviewed regularly, but the Kea cannot guarantee that

such material is always inaccessible. Students are expected to adhere to the Acceptable Use

Policy, as published in the Appendix. Filtering is such that it does not ‘over block’ or restrict access.

Kea will monitor the use of communications and online behaviour for all users of the system in

order to best ensure that the online environment remains both safe and secure.

Staff

It is the responsibility of all staff to adhere to the Safeguarding policies, and these apply just as

much to the use of ICT systems, either those in the School Network, or outside of it. The three

principles of Prevention, Protection and Support should determine any action taken by a member

of staff. If members of staff wish to seek guidance on any aspect of Online Safety, they should

consult the Course Director or Safeguarding Lead.

Communication between staff and students

All staff should maintain an appropriate relationship between themselves and students in

accordance with the Summer School’s Staff Code of Conduct. They must also be aware of the

potential for this relationship to become blurred if they use social media that are not visible to the

Summer School. As a result, for communication with students they should only use media that are

under the regulation of the School Network. Currently, this is restricted to the Kea Summer School

email.

Should members of staff wish to use any other form of communication, they must gain express

permission from the Course Director.

Similarly, all staff should be aware of their use of private mobile telephones, for written or oral

communication, with students. They should ensure that any communication adheres to the Summer

School’s published guidelines on mobile telephone usage, in the Mobile Devices Acceptable Usage

Policy (see Appendix 2).

Professional Standards

Staff should be aware of the potential audience of any social media services that they use in their

professional or private capacity and maintain standards of professionalism in keeping with their

position in the Summer School. They should be especially mindful of those services that allow

content to be broadcast without discrimination, and of the potential impact on themselves and Kea

Academy.



Students

It is a guiding principle of the Online Safety policy that the safeguarding of all members of the

community should be led by awareness of the issues, and a sense of responsibility from the

students about how to behave in any given situation. Whilst the School has control of its own

Network, the wide availability of the internet means that technological restrictions on behaviour

can only go so far. The Summer School’s focus is very much on creating awareness, education, and

a sense of responsibility.

Use of Mobile Phones, ICT Systems and laptops

Students are expected, at all times, to adhere to the Mobile Devices Acceptable Use Policy, as set

out in the Summer School Student Handbook. Similarly, the Summer School Acceptable Use Policy

applies to usage of both the School’s systems, and to any privately owned device capable of

accessing the internet. Just as the Summer School’s Safeguarding Policy still applies when a

student passes beyond the School gates, so too these policies similarly still apply when the student

is using internet services other than the School Network. The Summer School reserves the right to

be involved when it is aware of any behaviour that breaches these policies, and which affects

members of the Summer School community or brings the reputation of the Summer School and Kea

Academy into disrepute.

Online Bullying by text, e-mail, phone call, or social media often leaves no physical scars but can

be highly intrusive and hurtful. The Summer School strictly enforces its policies with regard to the

use of mobile phones and the internet and monitors closely all online communications used on the

Summer School site. The Summer School reserves the right to review electronic material held or

accessed by any students in school including their email accounts and their mobile phones. Should

parents feel that their child is involved in Online Bullying, they should report it as soon as possible

by contacting the Course Director or the Safeguarding Lead.

Where any form of Online Bullying involves another student, whether the bullying or that student

is in the Summer School or another location or may bring the reputation of the Summer School into

disrepute, the Summer School reserves the right to be involved, whether the electronic material

was produced within the Summer School or outside. Students must be aware that some forms and

levels of Online Bullying are illegal and the Summer School will inform the police when necessary.

Radicalisation

Radicalisation is the process by which individuals or groups come to adopt extreme views on

political, religious and social matters, notably with the result of violent extremism. The Summer

School has a responsibility to protect children from extremist views, and to equip them with the

ability to recognise, question and resist any attempts to radicalise during their formative years.

It is expected that anyone in the Summer school community will bring to the school’s attention any

attempts to promote violent extremism. Please see the Kea Policy on Prevention of Radicalisation

and Extremism, for further information.



4.0

Accommodation

For full board students on-site full time, the School is their temporary summer home and there are

additional opportunities available to them through the accommodation wi-fi system, including both

educational and recreational use of the internet. In addition, there is the opportunity to

communicate with their families by means of Skype, Facetime or similar services. There are

specific protocols for online use but students should note that they are also generally bound to

observe the terms of the Online Safety Policy.

5.0 Reporting Breaches of Online Safety Policy

If any student suspects that a breach of this policy has been made by a member of the Summer

School Community, it is their duty to report it as soon as possible to the Course Director or the

Safeguarding Lead.

Glossary of Terms used in this Policy:

· Social media – Web-based services that allow individuals to create personal profiles,

and communicate with others, either selectively (e.g. Facebook) or universally (e.g.

Twitter).

· The School Network – The ICT infrastructure, including the Local Area Network and

Wireless Local Area Network that allows access to the internet and Local Network.

Management of personal data

The management of personal data in line with statutory requirements is covered by the Data

Protection Policy.

Department for Education guidance:

· Keeping Children Safe in Education (September 2019)

· Preventing and Tackling Bullying: Advice for Headteachers and School Staff (July

2017)

· Advice for parents and carers on cyberbullying (November 2014)

· The Prevent Duty: Advice to schools on Radicalisation (July 2015)

· Education for a Connected World – This provides age specific advice about the online

knowledge and skills that pupils should develop at different stages of their lives

Reviewed by the Kea Senior Management Team: 1
st

April 2022. Next Review: April 2023.



Appendix 1:

Acceptable Use of the School’s ICT systems and facilities

Access to the School’s computer networks, the School’s systems and the use of computing facilities

owned by the School are conditional on observance of the following rules:

Users will:

· always behave in a sensible, mature way, respecting others at all times

· report any suspected breach of network security to a member of staff

· only use the School computer network for School-related work

· always be courteous and use the appropriate language both to those around them

and those they contact through the network

· never seek to harass or abuse fellow students or members of staff through the use of

obscene or offensive language or images, via either the School systems or personal

devices and will report any cases of inappropriate use

· check the copyright status of items to be downloaded – if unsure check with a member

of staff

· use any downloaded material in an appropriate manner in their work, always

identifying its source and be aware of any copyright issues

· log out on completion of activity at a workstation

Responsible Internet Use

In the course of the School day, users will not

· enter chat rooms

· play web-based games

· leave stations unattended whilst connected to the internet

· use the School systems for any use that could be deemed inappropriate

Important notes

· The network is backed up every evening by the School – this means that most files can

be restored if deleted or lost in error. This does not apply to files created and deleted

on the same day

· The School monitors by electronic means the use of the School’s computer systems and

websites, and deletes inappropriate materials in circumstances where it believes

inappropriate use of the School’s computer systems is or may be taking place

· Irresponsible use will result in disciplinary action



Appendix 2: Mobile Devices – Acceptable Use Policy

Rationale

Kea Academy embraces the use of technology for educational purposes and staff have available

to them a variety of mobile devices to enhance Teaching and Learning as well as administration in

a controlled and meaningful way. We also recognise that students’ own mobile devices, especially

mobile phones, are a central part of their lives and can be if used responsibly, a valuable tool for

communication and information gathering.

The Summer School also must be aware of the potential misuse of mobile devices, and we only

allow students to use their own device in particular and in tightly controlled circumstances as

outlined in this Acceptable Use Policy. Reasons for this include:

· Unregulated use of mobile devices during the day disrupts Teaching and Learning

· Texting and other electronic communication can be used for Online Bullying

· Use of audio or video capabilities can be malicious and used for offensive purposes

· Mobile devices are often valuable items that can go missing

· They also constitute an attractive target for thieves

· The use of mobile phones overnight leads to unhealthy levels of tiredness

· There is often a link between high mobile phone use and homesickness

· We want to encourage face-to-face communication throughout the Summer School

Procedures

Mobile devices, including mobile phones, tablets and laptops, are brought to Kea Academy

Summer School entirely at the owner’s own risk. The Summer School does not accept responsibility

for mobile devices. The Summer School cannot retain mobile devices for safekeeping during the

day.

It is recommended that mobile phones should be kept securely in a bedroom locker when not in

use and ideally for the entirety of the Summer School day. In particular, they should not be left

unattended in changing rooms or in pockets.

Mobile phone use is prohibited in all classes, workshops and talks, mealtimes, afternoon and

evening activities. Phones must remain switched off and should not be visible during these times

unless students are granted express permission by a member of staff to use their phone for a

specific purpose. Students may be allowed to use their mobile phones during project work, only

for educational purposes. Teachers and Activity Leaders may collect mobile phones at the

beginning of each lesson and activity to help avoid temptation.

We would like students to keep mobile phone use to a minimum during their stay in the boarding

house and instead encourage them to communicate face-to-face with the other students. However,



it is understood that students will be keen to use them recreationally and to contact home. As such

all students are able to access the Boarding House Wi-Fi at set times. However, it is a requirement

that mobile phones are collected in by the Pastoral Care team before bed times. Phones can be

signed back out from the Pastoral Care team each morning before breakfast. Students should be

aware that the Pastoral Care team will not be able to charge phones overnight and they are

encouraged to charge their phones in their rooms between 15.45-18.30 each day.

All students using mobile phones at Summer School are reminded of the necessity to use their

phones in a mature and responsible manner. Calls and text messages of an abusive nature are

illegal and will be deemed a serious breach of Summer School discipline.

The following are strictly forbidden as outlined in the Summer School Rules:

· Use of mobile devices for the storage and/or distribution of offensive (including

pornographic) material

· Taking photos or video or audio recordings of fellow members of the Summer School

community without express permission for a specific purpose

· Use of mobile devices in any way that may cause embarrassment or discomfort to

fellow members of the Summer School community

· Use of 3G or 4G to access inappropriate material

Any mobile phone which is used inappropriately during the Summer School day will be

confiscated by staff and will be handed to the Director of Studies, Activity Manager or the

Safeguarding Lead who will retain the phone for a period of time, which may be at least a week.

Parents are encouraged to make alternative arrangements for such an eventuality. Serious or

repeated offences will result in the privilege of using a mobile phone at the Summer School being

withdrawn completely.

Students are reminded that if they need to make a phone call in an emergency at any time they

can do so by speaking to their Teacher, Activity Leader or the Summer School Office.



Appendix 3: Boarding House Internet Protocol

Acceptable Use Policy for Kea Academy IT Systems

1. Introduction

In addition to access to Kea Academy-owned IT systems, Bring Your Own Device is available in the

Boarding House. This gives students access to a filtered and monitored internet connection within

this building from their own devices (smartphones, laptops, MacBook’s, tablets, e-readers or any

other device capable of accessing the internet.)

The Acceptable Use Policy is designed to set out a framework for responsible use of technology

and to ensure the safety and privacy of our students and staff.

2. Definitions used

BYOD: an acronym for Bring Your Own Device. Students are encouraged to bring their own

devices for homework, research, entertainment and communication purposes.

Access: wireless connection to the internet via the “KEA-BYOD” wireless network or wired/wireless

connections via KEA-owned equipment. All access may be monitored and/or recorded for network

security and student safety purposes.

3. Security and Damages

The student is responsible for the safety and security of any device that they bring to the

Boarding House and we recommend that skins or cases are used to physically identify your device

from others. We also encourage the use of protective cases.

4. Guidelines

· All network access is filtered and students must not attempt to bypass these systems.

· Computers will not be left unattended whilst connected to the internet.

· Any attempts to bypass security to access systems, hardware or data will be a

disciplinary matter.

· The student is fully responsible at all times for their own devices. Kea Academy

Summer School is not responsible for any loss/damage/theft of a personally owned

device.

· The student is responsible for ensuring that the device remain free from viruses and

malware, where appropriate installing anti-virus and anti-malware software and

security updates.

· No device, personal or otherwise, may be used to record, store or transmit any type of

image, sound or video from Kea Academy Summer School without the express

permission of a member of staff.

· All communications sent using Kea Academy’s network will befit the image of the

Summer School and use appropriate language.



· Users will never seek to harass or abuse fellow students or members of staff through

the use of obscene or offensive language or images, either on the School network itself

or via the School’s systems and will report any cases of inappropriate use.

· Be aware of the copyright status of any items downloaded or viewed on the internet –

if unsure, check with a member of staff.

· Any downloaded material used in Summer School work is to be identified with a credit

to the original author.

· “Relaxed” internet access is available to access games, social media and

entertainment websites at the following times:

o Monday-Friday 45-16:15, 17:45-18:45, 21:30-22:30

o Saturday and Sunday all day until 18:30, 21:30-22:30

· If we have reasonable suspicion that the student has violated the terms of this

agreement, or other Summer School policy, the student’s device may be inspected

and/or confiscated. Further misuse may lead to the removal of access to Kea

Academy’s IT systems.



Appendix 4: Summer School Student Acceptable Use Policy

Student Acceptable Use Policy

These rules will help to keep everyone safe and ensure fairness to others. School systems and

users are protected and monitored by security and filtering services to provide safe access to

digital technologies.

1. I will be a responsible user and stay safe when using the internet and other digital

technology at school.

2. I will ensure that my online activity or use of mobile technology, in school or outside,

will not cause the Summer School, the staff, students or others distress or bring the

School into disrepute.

3. I will only use the Summer School’s internet and any device I may be using in school for

appropriate school activities and learning, unless I have express permission to carry

out recreational activities, for example at break times and during free time.

4. I understand that all internet and device use in school is subject to filtering and

monitoring.

5. I will keep my logins, IDs and passwords secret and change my password regularly. If I

think someone knows one of my passwords, I will change it.

6. I will not bring files into school or download files that can harm the school network or

be used to bypass school security.

7. I will only edit or delete my own files and not (even try to) view, change or delete

other people’s files or user areas without their permission.

8. I will use the internet, games and applications responsibly; I will not use any that are

inappropriate for the school, my age or learning activities, including sites which

encourage hate or discriminating against others.

9. I understand that cyberbullying is unacceptable, and will not use technology to bully at

school

10. I will not browse, download, upload, post, retweet or forward material that could be

considered offensive, harmful or illegal. If I come across any such material I will report

it immediately to my teacher, the house parents, activity staff or Welfare Manager.

11. The messages I send, or information I upload, will always be polite and sensible. I

understand that all messages I send reflect on me and the Summer School.

12. I will be careful when opening files and attachments, checking for viruses etc. If I am

unsure I will never open a file, hyperlink or any other attachment.

13. When using the internet, I will not download copyrighted material (text, music,

videoetc.)

14. I will not share my or others’ personal information that can be used to identify me, my

family or my friends on any online space, unless a trusted adult has given permission or

reviewed the site.

15. If I plan on live streaming, I will tell a trusted adult about it.



16. I will never arrange to meet someone I have only ever previously met on the internet

or by e-mail or in a chat room, unless I take a trusted adult with me.

17. I will only use my personal devices(mobile phones, USB devices, etc) in school if I have

been given permission to do so.

18. I will respect my body and other people’s – part of that means using positive words

about myself and others; it also means not revealing too much on camera and not

sharing or posting inappropriate photos.

19. I understand that many applications have geolocation settings (identifying my location

or where I made a post or took a photo). I will make sure that I know how to turn

geolocation on and off, so it is not too easy to find out where I live or go to school.

20. I am aware that my online activity at all times should not upset or hurt other people

and that I should not put myself at risk.

21. If I see, watch, read, hear or receive anything I am unhappy with or I receive a

message that makes me feel uncomfortable, e.g. bullying, extremist/hateful content, I

will not respond to it but I will save it and talk to a trusted adult.

22. I know that I can always say no online and end a chat or block a friend; if I do, it’s

best to talk to someone about it as well.

I have read and understand these rules and agree to them.

Name:

Signed:

Date:


